HITLER JUGEND VISIT FAMOUS OPEN-CUT COLLIERY, FUSHUN

MUKDEN, October 22

After an overnight rest in the local Yamato Hotel, the party of six members of the Hitler Jugend en route to Japan, took a bus for Fushun at 10 a.m. to-day, accompanied by officials of the Fengtien Provincial Government, the Mukden Municipal Office and the Concordia Association.

With the bus speeding on the comfortable and level roads towards Fushun through the boundless farming district outside the windows of the bus, the party, amidst joy and laughter, arrived in Fushun at 11 a.m.

Escorted by officials of the Fushun Mining Office, the party inspected the open-cut coal mines and the city of Fushun. They then attended a welcome luncheon at noon and returned to Mukden at 2 p.m.

After a short rest at the Yamato Hotel, they visited the industrial zone at the Tiehsi District and Peiling (the Northern Mausoleum) on the outskirts of Mukden. At 6 p.m. they were guests of honour at a dinner-party given by the S.M.R. and left here for Japan at 9:48 p.m. by the express "Nozomi."

HITLER JUGEND CHIEF IMPRESSED

MUKDEN, October 22

"The enthusiastic welcome accorded to us by the representatives of Mukden circles has been so impressive that we are more than ever reminded of our responsibility in discharging our mission held aloft by the Tripartite Alliance," stated Commander H. Jorgens of the visiting Hitler Jugend party now on their way to Nippon.